The continuous increase of the average laser power of ultrafast lasers is a challenge with respect to the thermal load of the processing optics. The power which is absorbed in an optical element leads to a temperature increase, temperature gradients, changing refractive index and shape, and finally causes distortions of the transmitted beam. In a first-order approximation this results in a change of the focal position, which may lead to an uncontrolled change of the laser machining process. The present study reports on investigations on the focal shift induced in thin plano-convex lenses by a high-power ultra-short pulsed laser with an average laser power of up to 525 W. The focal shift was determined for lenses made of different materials (N-BK7, fused silica) and with different coatings (un-coated, broadband coating, specific wavelength coating).
Introduction
To focus a laser beam, e.g. onto the surface of the workpiece, mainly transmissive laser optics are used which are transparent at the wavelength of the laser beam. Still, a small amount of laser energy is absorbed within the transmissive optics and the coatings on their surfaces. Contaminations on the surface and imperfections within the substrate can augment this effect. When using high-power laser beams, the local absorption in the optics can lead to strong temperature gradients. Due to the temperature dependence of the refractive index [1, 2] this induces gradients of the refractive index perpendicular to the propagation axis of the laser beam, resulting in distortions of the phase front. In a first-order approximation the distortions are spherical and can be described by a thermally induced lens with the corresponding shift of the focal position. The phase-shift is caused by the temperature gradients in the optics and cannot be avoided with cooling of the optics [3] . The higher-order, i.e. non-spherical distortions deteriorate the beam quality and hence result in an increased value of the beam propagation factor M 2 . In the following we concentrate on the thermally induced focal shift since it is the most relevant disturbance that needs to be taken into account when designing laser machining processes.
In the field of laser precision machining, e.g. surface ablation and drilling, the physical processes first of all depend on the incident fluence / P H E A = , where E P is the energy of the laser pulse and
shift of the focal position results in less pulse energy coupled into the hole due to the enlarged beam diameter at the position of the workpiece. Alternatively, this may lead to an unwanted widening of the inlet of the hole. Within the hole, a reduced available fluence can lead to the formation of thermal damage due to heat accumulation [7] [8] [9] . In previous studies the effects of the thermally induced focal shift in focusing optics was investigated experimentally for continuous wave lasers in the field of macro materials processing, e.g. by using the threshold of deep-penetration welding [10] . For precision machining ultrashort-pulsed (USP) lasers are commonly used. USP lasers with an average laser power of more than 1 kW are already available for laboratory use [11] and the average laser power of USP lasers is growing steadily [12, 13] . With the increasing average power of the USP lasers the thermally induced focal shift in the laser optics now becomes so large also in the field of micro materials processing that it can no longer be neglected. In the present study we determine the thermally induced refractive power caused by the average laser power of thin plano-convex lenses that are typically used for micro materials processing with USP lasers. The thermally induced lens, which is responsible for the thermally induced focal shift, was directly determined by measuring the beam caustic around the focal plane for different average laser powers.
Thermally induced focal shift of a single lens
The refractive power 1/f tot of a focusing lens including the contribution 1/f th of the thermally induced lens, where f tot and f th are the corresponding focal lengths, can be expressed by [14, 15] * * * 0 2 0 0 0 0
where 1/f 0 is the refractive power of the cold unperturbed lens, D* is the intensity-specific thermal refractive power of the lens, w i is the beam radius incident on the optics, P i is the average power incident on the optics, and 
When the thermally induced refractive power is much smaller than the refractive power of the unperturbed lens, i.e. 
With the known relations for the radius of the waist of the focused beam [16] 
and the Rayleigh length [16]
where λ is the wavelength of the laser beam and M 2 is the beam propagation factor, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as
which is a simplified expression for the power-dependent thermally induced focal shift.
Experimental investigations
To determine the thermally induced shift of the focal position caused by high average laser powers transmitted through a thin lens, a home-built ultrafast laser (wavelength λ = 1030 nm, pulse duration 8 ps, pulse repetition rate f = 300 kHz, currently with an average power of up to P = 525 W) was used [12] . The laser beam was linear polarized. All experiments were performed at a room temperature of 22 °C and a humidity of 60%. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The average laser power incident on the focusing thin lens was controlled by a combination of a half-wave plate (λ/2) and a thin-film polarizer (TFP). The reflected beam was absorbed by a water-cooled beam dump. The radius of the collimated beam incident on the focusing optics was w cb = 2.5 mm and the intensity distribution was Gaussian. The lens under test was used to focus the laser beam propagating towards an AR-coated wedge, which was used as a beam splitter. The transmitted beam was absorbed by a water-cooled beam dump. The reflected beam was analyzed by a CCD camera and was therefore attenuated by a reflective neutral-density filter (NDF) to avoid damages of the CCD chip. The distance d between the focusing optics and the NDF was always 65 mm. Although a reflective NDF was used, this cannot completely avoid thermally induced lensing also by the filter. In order to exactly identify the thermally induced focal shift of the tested focusing lens the influence of the NDF has therefore to be known and taken into account. The influence of thermally induced focal shift occurring in the NDF and its separation from the focal shift induced in the tested lens is discussed in the Appendix. Table 1 lists the specifications of all investigated lenses. Lenses provided by different companies and with different focal lengths were used in this study. Different lenses made of either fused silica (FS) or N-BK7 and with either a broadband coating (BBC), a specific wavelength coating (WLC), or uncoated (UC) lenses were compared. N-BK7 lenses were investigated since they are interesting for low-power applications and to serve as a reference for the capabilities of the fused silica lenses at high average laser powers. Additionally, the condition of each lens is listed since we also compared new lenses to lenses that have been used before in other experiments.
The measured total thermally induced focal shift
The total thermally induced focal shift Δf tot measured by the experimental setup described above comprises the contributions from both the lens under test and the NDF. As derived in the Appendix (Eq. (12) 
where * NDF D is the intensity-specific thermal refractive power of the NDF, and R is the reflectivity of the beam splitter. Hence, in order to extract the sole contribution of the tested lens, we first needed to determine the specific thermal refractive power 
With this and the known contribution of the NDF the thermal refractive power D* of the lens under test can be extracted by fitting Eq. (8) to the measured values of Δf tot and using D* and Δf 0 as the fitting parameters. For the example of the tested lens no. 2 (see Table 1 ) this is shown by Fig. 2 . The error bars shown in the figure indicate the uncertainty associated with the experimental determination of the focal position and was estimated to be approximately one quarter of z R . Table 1 lists the thermal refractive power of all tested lenses which was determined by a leastsquare fit of Eq. (8) to the measured intensity-dependent total focal shift Δf tot as described above.
Thermal refractive power of thin lenses
The measurements with the uncoated lenses 5, 6, and 9 yield the thermal refractive power caused by the sole substrate, including the potential impact of contamination and imperfections on the surfaces. The thermal refractive power of the uncoated N-BK7 lens 9 is significantly larger than the thermal refractive power of the uncoated FS lenses 5 and 6. This indicates that the thermal refractive power of FS is significantly lower than the one of N-BK7.
As seen from Table 1 , the coating has a much higher influence on the thermal refractive power than the substrate. The lowest thermal refractive powers were found for FS lenses with a WLC (lens no. 1, 2, and 3), but there are also large variations between the samples from the different manufacturers. This may be attributed to different coating materials and coating methods. BBC exhibit a more complex layer composition and therefore potentially lead to significantly larger thermal refractive power (lens no. 4). 
Thermally induced focal shift of thin lenses
With the known values of the intensity-specific thermal refractive powers of the various lenses discussed above Eq. (6) can be used to calculated the power-dependent focal shift. Assuming a beam propagation factor of M 2 = 1.2, the focal shift caused by FS and the N-BK7 lenses is shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively. The type of coating as well as the condition of the lens are listed in the corresponding legend. As a convenient criterion to assess the power handling capability of a lens one may define that the thermally induced focal shift should not exceed one Rayleigh length, as indicated by the horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 3 . It can be seen clearly that on this condition all lenses made of N-BK7 are not suitable to endure an average laser power of 1 kW. Depending on the coating there are also lenses made of FS which lead to a thermally induced focal shift of more than one Rayleigh length per kW average laser power. But with a good WLC the FS lenses as well as uncoated and clean FS lenses lead to a thermal induced focal shift which is smaller than one Rayleigh length per kW of transmitted average laser power. The lowest thermally induced focal shift per kW average laser power (0.45 z R per kW) was observed for a new (previously unused) lens made of FS with a WLC (lens 1). 
Conclusion
The thermal refractive power of thin lenses that are commonly used to focus the beam of ultrafast lasers for micro materials processing was determined and compared. The comparison reveals the influence of different substrates (fused silica and N-BK7) and coatings (uncoated, broadband coating, specific wavelength coating). Lenses made of fused silica generally cause a thermally induced focal shift which is about half the one observed with lenses made of N-BK7, but the coating type has an even more significant influence than the sole lens material. A specific wavelength coating of good quality causes no significant additional focal shift. A broadband coating was found to cause a significant additional thermally induced focal shift. The lenses made of N-BK7 were found to not be suitable for powers in the kW range, as the thermally induced focal shift significantly exceed one Rayleigh length. At 1 kW of transmitted power the focal shift thermally induced by lenses made of fused silica where found to be limited below one Rayleigh length only when they are either uncoated (and clean) or when they are coated with a specific wavelength coating of high quality. The research will now be extended to further optics including F-Theta-objectives for static beams and small beam displacements on the lens that can still be measured with the presented setup and will be reported on at a later date.
Determination of the thermal refractive power of the NDF

Experimental setup
To determine the thermal refractive power of the NDF the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4 was used. Only 0.72% of the laser beam power is reflected on the wedge towards the camera whereby the rest is guided to a water-cooled beam dump. The reflected beam was focused by lens 1 (FS, WLC, f = 300 mm). The maximum average laser power incident on this focusing lens was 4 W, on which condition the thermally induced focal shift in the focusing optics can be assumed to be negligible. According to Eq. (2) the thermally induced focal shift is a function of the intensity incident on the tested optics. To apply different intensities incident on the NDF for the same applied average laser powers, the NDF was positioned at different locations at 40 mm, 65 mm, 80 mm, 100 mm after the lens and directly in front of the lens. Since the focal length of the lens is much larger than the applied distances between the lens and the NDF, the beam radius onto the NDF can be calculated by ABCD-formalism. The beam radius of the collimated beam incident on the wedge was w cb = 2.5 mm. 
Experimental results
Since the NDF is the only optics contributing to the measured focal shift Eq. (2) can be used to determine the thermal refractive power of the NDF. Since the reference with I i = 0 and Δf NDF = 0 is usually not well defined in the experiment, the determination of Δf NDF as a function of the applied intensity I i was first measured with respect to an arbitrary reference with an initially unknown offset Δf 0 . Eq. 
Since the measured data agree very well with theory the above determination of the thermal refractive powers of thin lenses is reliable.
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